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A few years ago an event took place at the Whitney
Museum in New York City. It came at the tail end of a
David Salle exhibition, a major retrospective(1979-86) of
an artistwho, only a decade earlier, was doing layout and
graphic work for a pornographicmagazine, an artistwho
has had one of the fastestrises to painterlystardomin an
art marketbent on overtakingitself. The event I referto
was announced on a huge poster:JEAN BAUDRILLARD.
SOLD OUT. "Sold Out" was written in big block letters
diagonally across the surface. And then, again horizontally:
TOPIC TO BE ANNOUNCED. Clearly, we live in an
age of fast art and speedy theory. The day may come, say
in 1999, when the museum will announce a new show:
RETROSPECTIVE - WORKS FROM 1999 TO 2001.
ARTIST TO BE ANNOUNCED.
I do not know what Baudrillardspoke about at the Whitney, and ultimately it mattersvery little. The point is that
what happened here perfectly illustratesone of Baudrillard'sown arguments, namely, that simulation has
replaced production at the center of our social system, that
contemporaryculture has gone beyond the classical Marxist use value/exchange value distinction - a distinction
still at the heart of Adorno'sfrozen dialectic of modernism
and mass culture - and operateson the basis of sign value
writ large. Sign value is, in this case, the case of theory,
the case of Baudrillardat the Whitney, obviously name
value, the name functioning as the signifier/signifiedunit
that attractsthe audience: no need to give a topic; we
7
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alreadyknow what we will get. Retrogressivefrom a theoretical point of view, at least in a Baudrillardianperspective, the referentstill would have to appearin person,
would have to walk through the doors of the museum and
get up in front of his audience to deliver the goods. In the
scheme of simulation, of course, the body as referent
becomes so much refuse:"The real itself appearsas a large
useless body."' At best, it could be seen as residue supporting the system's need to simulate the real. So, if Baudrillard shows up at the Whitney, does that make him
complicitous in late capitalism'sscheme to simulate the
real where there "really"is no real left? Or does Baudrillard'stheory of simulation expressthe post-1968 despairof
the leftist French intellectual that there is no real Left left?
Or could it be that Baudrillard'slecture never took place,
that "Sold Out" was inscribed on the poster from the start,
and that therefore no one ever came to buy a ticket?And
yet the annals of the museum would now record:lecture
by Jean Baudrillard,such and such a day, 1987. This
scenario would clearly work better with the theory of simulation, of the map preceding the territoryratherthan representing it. But this is still America, the country famous for
its obsession with "the real thing," and there does exist a
political economy of culture, deeply implicated, to be
sure, in processes of signification and simulation, but not,
I think, reducible to them. To see the entanglementsof
the real as no more than simulations designed by the system to feign that something is there, a presence, a referent, a real, is a form of ontologizing simulation that
betrays, perhaps, nothing so much as a desire for the real,
a nostalgia of loss. And yet the theory of simulation, which
has at its center what in France is called la telematique(a
neologism from television and informatique),exertsan
understandablefascination since it seems to account for
certain very "real"tendencies of contemporaryculture,
extrapolatesthem polemically, and grounds them in the
evolution from the 1960s of telecommunications.
Of course, Baudrillard'stheory of simulation and of the
simulacrum, as elaboratedover a decade in a series of writings from the "Requiem for the Media" in For a Critique
of the Political Economy of the Sign through L'Echange
symboliqueet la mort to In the Shadow of the Silent

Majoritiesand Simulations, is primarilya media theory.
As such, its reception is by no means limited to artistsand
the contemporaryart scene, even though in the United
States in recent years that is where its strongesteffect seems
to have been felt. It is preciselythe notion of simulation in
all its breadthand implications that accounts for Baudrillard'scult following in New York, on the West Coast, in
Australia,in Berlin, and even in Frankfurt,where his writings can be perceivedas true to the spirit of Adorno'sevileyed critique of mass culture. And it is exactly Baudrillard'sstatus as a cult figure on the fringes of the academy
and the plain outside it that makes him comparableto
another prophet of the media in the United States at an
earliertime, Marshall McLuhan. Granted, the parallel
is not quite persuasivein purely quantitativeterms.
McLuhan's UnderstandingMedia sold well over a hundred
thousand copies, a figure of which Semiotext(e)and Telos
Press, the two American publishersof Baudrillard'swork,
could only dream;moreover, Baudrillardwould still have
to appearin Time, Newsweek,Vogue, Esquire,Fortune,
Playboy, and the New YorkTimes Magazine, which seems
highly unlikely. And yet . . .

In this essay I would like to explore the hidden referentof
Baudrillard'smedia theory, which in its political and social
implications is always much more than a theory of images
and image perception. To be sure, the textual referentof
Baudrillard'swriting may be less hidden than simply forgotten. After all, Baudrillard'stexts are full of referencesto
McLuhan's work. Much less clear, however, is what this
appropriationof McLuhan for the 1980s actually means
and what kind of appropriationit is. Is the theory of simulation a postmodernrecycling of McLuhan for a present in
which his writingsare largelyforgottenand his name for
most conjures up no more than a few slogans such as "the
medium is the message, or the massage,"or the happy
formula of the global village? Does Baudrillard,in other
words, merely offer a theoreticalpastiche based on amnesia? Or does Baudrillard'scontinuing fascinationwith
McLuhan suggest that what was prophecy in McLuhan has
some twenty years later become reality?Or is something
else at stake altogether?
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It would be too easy to speak of a return of McLuhan in
the guise of French theory and then to use the timeworn
arsenal of ideology critique againstboth. The critique of
McLuhan from the vantage point of Western Marxismand
critical theory, as admirablyarticulatedin John Fekete's
The Critical Twilight,2was surely importantat a period
when McLuhan advised the federalgovernment of Canada
and moved liberally through the executive suites of Bell
Telephone, IBM, and General Motors, and when a veritable McLuhan cult swept the major mass circulation magazines, radio programs,and television talk shows. His
unbounded optimism about the effects of electronic communications on human community and his blindness to
the relationshipbetween the media and economic and
political power could only be read as an affirmativeculture, as an apology for ruthless technological modernization, or, at best, as naive politics. At the same time, the
effects of McLuhan's theorizing of the media on the political strategiesof the 1960s counterculturewere anything
but merely affirmative.Today, however, McLuhanism (or
McLuhanacy, as some have called it) is no longer a major
force in public discourse, and media cynicism (both affirmative and critical) seems to have thoroughlydisplacedthe
cosmic media optimism so typical of a certain communications euphoria in the 1960s. In this new discursivecontext,
the ideology critique of McLuhan's work, though not
invalid, seems less immediately pressing;casting aside
McLuhan's social prophecies that the electric age is said to
entail, we can focus again on what McLuhan actually
argued about differentmedia, media reception, and media
effects. In The Medium is the Message:An Inventoryof
Effects, McLuhan wrote quite persuasively:
All mediaworkus overcompletely.Theyareso pervasivein their
moral,
personal,political,economic,aesthetic,psychological,
ethical,and socialconsequencesthattheyleaveno partof us
untouched,unaffected,unaltered.The mediumis the massage.
of socialand culturalchangeis impossible
Anyunderstanding
withouta knowledgeof the waymediaworkas environments.3
To understandhow that massage works, how it operatesin
socialization and perception, in the construction of gender
and subjectivity,how it inscribes its message into the body
by disembodyingthe real, and how it itself embodies an
apparatusof mediatized power relations, what its effects are

in social practicesand institutionalizeddiscourses- these
questions certainly arise from a reading of McLuhan today,
and they remain central to any study of the media in the
contemporaryworld. And it is to Baudrillard'scredit that,
apartfrom the Roland Barthesof Mythologies, he is one
of the very few major figures in the orbit of French postMarxismand poststructuralismthat has made the media
the centerpiece of his theorizing. Here, however, I must
voice a basic reservationabout Baudrillard.While
McLuhan's media analyses may still serve as a reference
point, at least to the historicallyminded, for furthermedia
studies, the very structureof Baudrillard'stheorizing is ultimately disabling in its reductioad absurdumof the power
of the image. His notion of the silent mass of spectators
disables any analysis of heterogeneous subject positions in
the act of reception. Any economic or institutionalanalysis
of the apparatusesof image production, including national
differenceseven within Western mass media societies, is
renderedobsolete by Baudrillard'snotion of an almost selfgeneratingand monolithic machinery of image dissemination. The history of the media is reduced, as I will show,
to stages of the image, an approachthat seems to have
more to do with Platonic and Christian traditionsthan
with any historical understandingof the media, modern or
premodern. Any ideology critique of representationsof
gender or race, of the politics of imaging the various
worlds of this world is disabled because ideology critique,
even when truth and the real have become unstable, must
continue to rely on some distinction between representations and to analyze their varyingrelationshipto domination and subjection, their inscriptionsof power, interest,
and desire. Baudrillard'ssociety of simulation does not
allow for such distinctions, nor, for that matter, for the
viability of any ideology critique. If the 1960s gave us "the
end of ideology,"the 1980s have given us the alleged end
of ideology critique. To put the shoe on the properfoot,
the ideology critique of Baudrillard'stheorizing is urgent
precisely because the theory of simulation offers nothing
but the solace of instant intellectual gratificationto those
who are uninterestedin understandingmedia or in analyzing them as vehicles for ideology. Simulation, after all,
may simply be the latest version of the ideology of the end
of all ideology.

9
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Even were Baudrillard'stexts themselves nothing but simulations - an argument made by playfully cynical defenders of his work- one would have to conclude that as
simulations these texts participateaffirmativelyin the operations of a system that, as Baudrillardclaims, merely
simulates the real to maintain the status quo: Baudrillard
as the cynical defender of what is the case merely because
it is the case. If simulation had alreadybecome total, this
would indeed seem the only possible position left to the
critic, even though lacking the ground to stand on from
which to proclaim "what is the case." If an outside of simulation is no longer possible, then the question of the real
becomes like the question of God or the question of truth:
not provable, but also not to be disproven, or not representable, therefore in desperateneed to be simulated to
conceal the truth that there is none. God and truth:Is it a
coincidence that Baudrillardbegins "The Precessionof
Simulacra," the lead essay of Simulations and perhapshis
most influential piece, with a quotation from Ecclesiastes,
to proceed, a few pages later, with a discussion of the
death of God? It is the simulacrum of God, which suggests
"thatultimately there has never been any God, that only
the simulacrum exists, indeed that God himself has only
ever been his own simulacrum."4Baudrillardgoes on to
use the iconoclasts' rage against images to elucidate the
pomp and power of fascination exerted by simulacra
through the ages. But it seems that even now the critic,
though this should be theoretically impossible, is still
involved in an act of secular demystification:where capital
simulates the real to hide the truth that there is none, the
critic operates out of the consciousness of the total collapse
of any distinction between the real and the simulated,
essence and appearance, truth and lie. After all, how are
we to read Baudrillard'stexts if not as demystificationsof
Marxism and psychoanalysis,as a debunking of cherished
concepts such as labor and use value, desire and the
unconscious, the real and the imaginary,the social, the
political, communications, information, and so on. We
have here a logical aporia, but logical aporiashave never
yet prevented theories from having strong effects, or, for
that matter, from graspingsomething important.Thus,
alternatively,we might read these texts as claiming that the
most recent order of simulacra is indeed part of our "real-

ity," represents,as it were, central aspectsof the current
state of affairs,the result of a cultural transformationthat
separateswhat is often called the postmoderncondition
from an earlier age of media, mass culture, and commodification. Although this readingwould reject Baudrillard's
basic claim that the simulacrum has become total, I find
such an approachmore appropriateand fruitfulprecisely
because it does not give up at the outset any notion of the
real. Against a certain kind of hyper-Nietzscheanism,it
maintains the tension between simulation and representation, a sine qua non for critical media studies. Nor does it
blindly accept Baudrillard'sdictum, abusivelyderivedfrom
Benjamin, that "the real is not only what can be reproduced, but that which is alwaysalreadyreproduced.The
hyperreal. . . which is entirely in simulation."5

But I do not mean to read Baudrillardagainstthe grain.
The strategyof this essay is ratherto show how some of
the most questionable patternsof McLuhan'smedia theory
resurfacein Baudrillard'swork, though in a substantially
alteredform. The purposeof this exercise is less to prove
that BaudrillardplunderedMcLuhan, than to posit a trajectoryfrom the affirmativemedia optimism of the 1960s
to an equally affirmativemedia cynicism in the 1980s, a
cynicism that has cut its links to an enlightened modernity
in search of apocalypticbliss. I take the theory of simulation to be a strategicpoint of articulationof that cynicism,
an enlightened false consciousness, which Peter Sloterdijk
has cogently analyzed as a dominant mindset in the postsixties era.6
To begin with, it might be useful to rememberthat
McLuhan originallycame out of literarycriticism. He was
a professorof English literaturein Toronto. Indeed, his
method of readingsocial phenomena and the historyof
media technology, as Fekete has pointed out,7 is strongly
informed by the trajectoryof the New Criticism from
Richardsand Eliot to Ransom and Frye and shareswith it
an emphatic foregroundingof myth. Baudrillard,when
faced with new forms of consumer and media culture in
the 1960s, attackedthe discourseof classical Western
Marxism, up to and including Guy Debord'ssituationism,
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with the help of structurallinguistics and theories of signification. Likewise, McLuhan attackedthe hostility of traditional humanists to media and modernizationand insisted
that the humanists' task was more than just the narrow
literarystudy of classical or modern texts, that it was no
longer possible "to adopt the aloof and dissociatedrole of
the literate Westerner."8What linguistic theory was for
Baudrillard'ssociology, popular culture and the media
were for McLuhan's cultural criticism:a means to attack
the hegemonic discourse of their respectivedisciplines.
Where Baudrillardannounced the end of classical political
economy, McLuhan claimed that the age of literacy, the
Gutenberg galaxy, was coming to an end in the electronic
age. Where Baudrillardfocused on the importanceof processes of signification in language and image firstto
expand the classical Marxistcritique of reificationand
commodification and ultimately to dump it, McLuhan
carriedcultural criticism into the realm of popular culture,
abandoned literaturealtogether,and yet remained true to
his new critical heritage in privilegingthe medium over
the message.
McLuhan recognized correctlythat critiques of technology
and of media on the part of humanists more often than
not came out of an affect of resentmentand out of a total
identificationwith literaryhigh culture. His basic project
in the late 1950s and early 1960s was to understandthe
media ratherthan entirely to dismiss them. The media
never representeda threat to him, and in that he differed
from conservativecritics as well as from neo-Marxistssuch
as Adorno. Not to understandthe media: that was the only
threat, the only danger for Marshall McLuhan. But then,
from the beginning, his kind of understandingcould
hardly be distinguishedfrom advertising.His message
beyond that of the medium - was simple: feel good, forget your anxieties, surrenderto the media, stay cool, and
everythingwill be alright. In the Playboy interviewof 1969
he said, "It'sinevitable that the whirlpool of electronic
information movement will toss us all about like corks on
a stormy sea, but if we keep our cool during the descent
into the Maelstrom, studying the process as it happens to
us and what we can do about it, we can come through."9
With Baudrillardwe are not being tossed about like corks

on a stormy sea; conditions have worsened, and we are
being swallowed up by the notorious black hole, implosion
the astrophysicalequivalent of "engulfment"in the Nietzschean discourse of mass culture that, as I have shown
elsewhere, is perceived as a feminine threat to "real"culture.10The millenarian "coming through"has been
replaced in Baudrillardby an apocalypticvanishing act.
But the images and metaphorsof natural disasterand astrophysics abound in both McLuhan and Baudrillard.
Indeed, many of the key terms of Baudrillard'srhetoric
appearon the first page of what is perhapsMcLuhan's
major work, UnderstandingMedia.
Afterthreethousandyearsof explosion,by meansof fragmentary
and mechanicaltechnologies,the WesternWorldis imploding.
Duringthe mechanicalageswe had extendedourbodiesin
space. Today ...

we have extended our central nervous system

itselfin a globalembrace,abolishingbothspaceand time as far
as ourplanetis concerned.Rapidlywe approachthe finalphase
of the extensionsof man- the technologicalsimulationof
consciousness..

. .

The notion that technology is an extension of the human
body is familiar from anthropologyand the history of technology. What is new in McLuhan is the claim that we are
witnessing a worldwideparadigmshift from extension and
explosion to implosion, from an outwardexpansion to a
burstinginward. For McLuhan, this paradigmshift is a
product of the move from mechanical to electric technologies. He proceeds, further, to link the shift in technologies
to another binarism, that between hot and cool media,
a distinction that immediately conjures up the LeviStraussiandistinction between hot and cool (modern/
primitive)societies. Hot and cool oppose each other like
print and speech, radio and the telephone, film and television. The rationalefor these distinctions is often eccentric
and contradictory,leading Daniel Bell to claim in antihedonist despairthat reading McLuhan is like taking a
Turkish bath of the mind.12
But things are not quite as steamy and unsettling in
McLuhan after all. What emerges quite clearly is that the
two sets of binarisms(explosion/implosionand hot/cool)
lead up to a large-scalehistorical periodizationof cultural
11
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stages, which McLuhan claims are effected, even determined, by changes in communications technology. The
anthropologicalnotion of culture as a system of communication is rewrittenin terms of contemporarycommunications technology, and it results in a kind of technological
Geistesgeschichte,a patternthat will reappearin Baudrillard. McLuhan isolates four stages of cultural history:one,
a "primitive,"tribal society, a cool audile culture with an
oral technology of speech; two, a hot visual culture with a
technology of phonetic writing;three, an even hotter visual
culture with the mechanical technology of print (the
Gutenberg galaxy);and four, a return to a cool culture on
a higher level, an audile-tactile culture with an electric
technology of television and the computer.
The persistentissue in this scheme is the rise and decline
of visuality, and McLuhan associatesvisualitywith linear
continuity, uniformity, abstraction,and individualization.
This culture of visuality is characterizedby separation,distance, alienation, and the dissociation of sensibility- reification, as the early Baudrillardwould call it with Lukacs
and Debord. This culture of visuality, modernity in other
words, is about to be supersededby a culture of instantaneous inclusiveness, a mythical and integralculture in
which "electric speed [bringstogether]all social and political functions in a sudden implosion"and in which "the
electrically contracted globe is no more than a village."'3
Obvious difficulties arise in following McLuhan's claim
that television somehow initiates the promised land of an
audile-tactile, postvisualculture. One could claim, as Jonathan Crary has done, that McLuhan's 1960s definition of
television as cool was founded on featuresof a medium
still in its infancy: the low definition of its image and the
image's small size, featuresthat would no longer pertainin
an age of high-resolution TV and of large home screens.14
But another factor must be considered here that has to do
with reception. Contraryto film, which, accordingto
McLuhan, isolates the spectator,television has the power
to create community; it retribalizesthe world. Features
that were attributedto film by Brecht and Benjamin under
the name of a collectivizing reception resurfacein
McLuhan's scheme in relation to television, except that
the socialist vision of collective reception is replacedby an
idea of television as tribal drum. There is a constant slid-

ing of categoriesin McLuhan from the technological to
the social and vice versa that producesimplausibilitiesand
contradictionsgalore. But, then, at stake here is not really
history, neither a historyof the media nor a historyof
human culture. At stake is a "mythicpatternof fall and
salvation,"to quote Fekete. Ultimately the four stagesof
cultural history can be reduced to three, collapsingthe two
middle phases of visual culture (the phonetic and the
Gutenberg)into one: the age of literacy.We end up with a
trinity of tribalism(cool), detribalization(hot), and retribalization (cool). Television ushers us into the age of postliteracy. Implosion and feedbackloops replace explosion
and linearity. Integrationreplacesfragmentation.The culture of Western humanism, which, afterall, is a culture of
literacy, has disappeared,and McLuhan is happy about it:
a technocraticversion of antihumanism, which, however,
differsgreatlyfrom the structuralist"deathof man." Thus
in the introductionto UnderstandingMedia we read that
the aspiration
of ourtime forwholeness,empathyanddepthof
awarenessis a naturaladjunct of electric technology. . . . We are

suddenlyeagerto havethingsandpeopledeclaretheirbeings
totally.Thereis a deepfaithto be foundin thisnew attitude- a
faiththatconcernsthe ultimateharmonyof all being.Such is the
faithin whichthis bookhas beenwritten.'5
Indeed, the mythic patternof fall and salvationmust be
taken at its most catholic. Try an experimentin reading:
for electricitysubstitutethe Holy Spirit, for medium read
God, and for the global village of the screen understand
the planet united under Rome. Ratherthan offeringa
media theory McLuhan offersa media theology in its most
technocraticand reified form. God is the ultimate aim
of implosion, and the question becomes, What about
Baudrillard?

Baudrillard'sengagement with McLuhan'sworkbegan as
far back as 1967, when he reviewedthe French translation
of UnderstandingMedia in the leftist journal L'Hommeet
la societe. This review is interestingbecause not only does
it contain a scathing critique of McLuhan's media idealism
from the vantage point of Marxismand historicalsociology, but further, it alreadydisplayssigns of Baudrillard's
later fascinationwith McLuhan's central propositions.This
12
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fascination comes through in Baudrillard'sstyle and rhetorical strategiesratherthan in the argument itself, and it
shows in the ways in which he makes McLuhan speak out
against the "generallymorose prophecies"of European
mass medialogues. This disparagementis certainly not
exclusively directed againt conservativelaments about the
decline of culture, but equally against monolithic media
theories on the Left. On the level of explicit argument,
however, Baudrillard'scritique of McLuhan is uncompromising and relentless:
Evidently,thereis a simplereasonforthis [McLuhan's]
optimism:it is foundedon the totalfailureto understand
history,
morepreciselyto understand
the socialhistoryof the media.16
By focusing exclusively on the infrastructuralrevolutionsof
the media, McLuhan ignores, according to Baudrillard,
all thosehistoricalconvulsions,ideologies,and the remarkable
of politicalimperialisms,
nationalpersistence(evenresurgence)
feudalismsin thiseraof accelerated
comisms,and bureaucratic
municationand participation.17
The question here, of course, is whether this pre-1968 critique of McLuhan cannot be raisedagainst Baudrillard's
own writingson the media, whether in Simulations or in
In the Shadow of the Silent Majoritieshe himself has not
capitulatedto what in 1967 he called "this most passionate
and most dangerousparadox"of McLuhan's work:the
notion that the medium is the message. After all, Baudrillard'swhole critique of the Marxistproductionparadigm
presupposesthe emergence of television as a culturally
dominant apparatus.His analysis of consumption - consumption of objects as well as of significations- as a system of communication through which a repressivecode is
continuously and seamlessly reproduced;his thesis that the
sphere of signification is formally identical to the sphere of
exchange (with the signified anchoring the signifier in a
referent, just as use value is held to anchor exchange value
in classical Marxism);his concomitant discoveryof what
he calls the political economy of the sign, with its proposition that the commodity form is no longer at the center of
the social system, but that the structureof the sign resides
at the very heart of the commodity form; up to his theory
of simulation that announces the end of all and any political economy, the end of the referent, the real, the politi-

cal, the social - all of this theorizing is unthinkable, it
seems to me, without the impact of television. By which I
mean television as the apparatusand machinery of simulation, television as a networkthat integratesthe flows of
signification and informationwith that of commodities,
and that ultimately drains the real out of commodities and
out of events, reducing them to so many images on the
screen that referonly to other images. Certainly, if there is
technological determinism, media determinism, in Baudrillard, it is more sophisticatedthan McLuhan's in that it
does not simply ignore the discoursesof social theory and
political economy, but claims to have workedthrough
them and to have used them up. Another major difference
is apparent:from early on, Baudrillardreplaces McLuhan's
unbridled media optimism with a dystopianvision similar
to that of the situationistsand, by way of extension, to that
of Adorno'scritique of the culture industry:
In short,therecomesinto beinga manifolduniverseof media
thatarehomogeneousin theircapacityas mediaandwhich
mutuallysignifyeach otherand referbackto each other.Each
one is reciprocally
the contentof another;indeed,this ultimately
is theirmessage- the totalitarian
messageof a consumersociety .... This technological complex, nevertheless, does convey a

certainkindof imperiousmessage:a messageof consumptionof
and valoriof autonomization
the message,of spectacularization,
of the
zationof information
as a commodity,of glorification
is the contemcontenttreatedas sign. (In this regard,advertising
porarymediumparexcellence.)'8
Baudrillard'slater theory of simulation can indeed be read
as a logical extension, an extension into vertigo, of the
situationistproposition, as articulatedin Guy Debord's
Society of the Spectacle, that when reality is systematically
turned into a spectacle, the spectacle itself becomes reality.
But one major difference between the situationistsand
Baudrillard'searly work, on the one hand, and the later
theory of simulation, on the other, might be worth pointing out. In the late 1960s, Baudrillard,like the situationists, still relied on concepts such as reification and
alienation as they had been developed in the work of
Lukacs and Henri Lefebvre, among others. In his review of
UnderstandingMedia, for instance, Baudrillardcalls
McLuhan's slogan "the medium is the message""the very
formula of alienation in a technological society."19Con13
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cepts such as reification and alienation, of course, suggest
a state of the nonreified, the noncommodified, the nonalienated that could provide the desired space for political
and symbolic resistance. While it has become fashionable
in recent years simply to dismiss such concepts as essentialist and conceptually retrogressive,this does not do justice
to the ways in which the critique of reificationand alienation operated in the late 1960s. The nonreified, the nonalienated would precisely not be sought in some abstract
and universal essence of "man,"beyond and outside of
social and historical determinationsand contingencies.
Resistance would come ratherfrom those groups that were
underrepresented,as it were, by the code, excluded from
representation,marginalized, and reduced to a degree zero
of the hegemonic code where their speech did not count
or was never really heard. Such social groups (youth and
students, women, blacks)would not only clamor for more
representationin the code; they would attackthe code
itself, or so it was hoped. A kind of "semiologicalbanditry"
by the "damned of the code" was invested with hopes for
rebellion, authenticity, political opposition.20That is what
the prise de la parole of May 1968 was all about. With
these hopes crushed and the political restorationof the
1970s making great strides, Baudrillardbecame increasingly critical of the discourse of marginalityand alienation,
and he came to interpretthe marginal as a mere simulation of resistance, produced in actuality by the mastercode
itself. Thus in In the Shadow of the Silent Majoritieshe
rejects the notion that a new source of revolutionary
energy can be found in "micro-desires,small differences,
unconscious practices, anonymous marginalities."In a
sweeping gesture, he accuses intellectuals of a "final
somersault . . . to exalt insignificance, to promote non-

sense into the order of sense," and he denounces this strategy as "one more trick of the 'liberationists.'"21 The targets
of Baudrillard'scritique are primarilyDeleuze/Guattariand
Foucault. But while he rejects political theories of the
marginal and of the liberation of desire, he remains ambiguous in his treatment of the other of marginality:the mass,
the mass as silent majority, the mass as recipient and
object of the media, object of surveys, polls, tests, referenda, in sum, the mass as a projectivescreen of the discourse of power. The text vacillates strangelybetween

cynicism and approvalof the silence of the silent majority.
But, as a close readingwill reveal, Baudrillardstill invests
the silence of the masses with emphatic notions of refusal
and resistance.The masses are to him pagan, antitranscendence, antifaith, anti-God. He glorifiestheir
refusalof meaning as a refusalof indoctrinationby the
media. He describesthe desire of the masses for spectacle
instead of meaning as "the positive brutality"of indifference.22 Silence he sees as a refusalof the fiction of any
real exchange, as a protestbased on the acknowledgment that the modern media per se inhibit and prevent
exchange, response, participation.23
The rationalefor Baudrillard'sparadoxicalvalidationof the
silence of the masses and of their defiance of meaning is
most clearly and persuasivelyspelled out in In the Shadow
of the Silent Majoritiesin the brief essay "Implosionof
Meaning in the Media." Here Baudrillardtalksabout the
"doublebind" in our relation to the media culture, comparing it to the double strategieschildren use in relation to
conflicting adult demands, on the one hand, that they be
autonomous subjects and, on the other, that they obey.
The resistanceas subjectis todayunilaterally
valorized,held as
as
in
the
just
positive
politicalsphereonlythe practicesof
liberation,emancipation,expression,andconstitutionas a political subjectaretakento be valuableand subversive.
Butthis is to
ignorethe equal,or perhapsevensuperiorimpact,of all the
- the renunciation
of the positionof subject
practices-as-object
andof meaning- exactlythe practicesof the masses- which
we buryand forgetunderthe contemptuous
termsof alienation
andpassivity.The liberatingpracticesrespondto one of the
aspectsof the system,to the constantultimatumto makeof ourselvespureobjects,but theydon'trespondat all to the other
demand,whichis to constituteourselvesas subjects,to liberate
ourselves,to expressourselvesat anyprice,to vote, produce,
decide,speak,participate,
playthe game- a formof blackmail
and ultimatumjustas seriousas the other,probably
even more
serioustoday.To a systemwhoseargumentis oppression
and
the strategicresistanceis the liberatingclaimof
repression,
subjecthood.Butthis reflectsratherthe system'spreviousphase,
andeven if we arestillconfrontedwithit, it is no longerthe
strategicterrain:the system'scurrentargumentis the maximization of the word and the maximal productionof meaning. Thus
the strategicresistanceis that of a refusalof meaning and a
refusalof the word- or the hyperconformistsimulation of the
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verymechanismsof the system,whichis a formof refusaland of
nonreception.24
While this passageis quite persuasivein its outline of the
double bind and its political implications, it becomes problematic where it ventures into a theory of history, a theory
of subsequent stages of the system. And even if we agree
with Baudrillard'scritique of a certain prominent romanticization of marginalityor otherness, it seems that he can
and should be criticized for romanticizing mass refusalas
hyperconformism,a kind of Marcuseanismfor an age of
diminished expectations.
Of course, Baudrillardis fairly far from McLuhan when he
ascribesto the masses a full understandingof McLuhan's
basic propositionabout the media and, simultaneously, a
conscious resistanceto the media. But then he did not
stick with this position for very long. Certainly, with "The
Precession of Simulacra"any notion of resistancehas disappeared, and we are left with a monolithic vision of
contemporaryculture that seems evermore like a binary
reversalof McLuhan, but McLuhan nevertheless. And in
Les Strategiesfatales, McLuhan's "euphoria"comes back
as the "ecstasyof communication,"25which strikesme as a
blend of Dionysian chaos with American "more is better."
Technological determinism runs amok, transformingitself
into a phantasmagoriaof the screen.
(perhaps
Somethinghas changed,and the Faustian,Promethean
Oedipal)periodof productionand consumptiongiveswayto the
andproteanareaof
eraof networks,to the narcissistic
'proteanic'
feedback
and
connections,contacts,contiguity,
generalizedinterfacethatgoeswiththe universeof communication.Withthe
television image . . . our own body and the whole surrounding

universebecomea controlscreen.26

Of course, one could say that here Baudrillardenacts what
he preaches:the age of the simulacrum, of the map preceding the territory.Ratherthan representingreality, his
text could be read as simulating what is still to come. But
even then, I would say that it ratherrecycles what once
was: namely, the terms of McLuhan's large-scaleperiodizing and his notion of the world of communications as a
tactile world of contact, connections, and feedback, rather

than a visual world of, in Baudrillard'sterms, the scene/
seen or the mirror.
It is strikingto see how McLuhan's grand historical
scheme is reworkedin Baudrillardfrom the mid-1970s on.
In his 1967 review of McLuhan, Baudrillardstill had this
to say about the Canadian:
Everyten yearsAmericanculturalsociologysecretesgranddirectionalschemesin whicha diagonalanalysisof all civilization
Americanrealityas
endsup circlingbackto contemporary
implicittelosand modelof the future.27
Ten years later, this kind of American cultural sociology
has evidently caught up with Baudrillardhimself, and the
European phantasmagoria"America"dominates the Baudrillardiandiscourse (enhanced, no doubt, by jet lag and its
effects on perception and experience). From his discussions
of Disneyland and Watergateby way of the twin towers of
the World Trade Center to ApocalypseNow to his book of
1986, Amerique,the ultimate referentof Baudrillard'sdiscursive simulations is the United States, or rather,an imaginary United States. America is paradigmand telos for
the theory of simulation as it was paradigmand telos in
McLuhan's theory of the electric age. But the parallel goes
further.Already in L'Echangesymboliqueet la mort and
then again in "The Precession of Simulacra,"Baudrillard
reads history in terms of the successive stages of the simulacrum, just as McLuhan read history as a function of
changes in media technology. What is interestinghere is
that his 1976 periodizationof simulacra is still linked to
the Marxistdiscourse of value, while in the later text the
successive phases of the image are discussed in theological
terms - yet another rapprochementwith McLuhan.
Let me briefly lay out the two schemes. The chapter on
the ordersof simulacra in L'Echangesymboliqueet la mort
is introduced in the following way:
Threeordersof the simulacrum,parallelto the mutationsof the
law of value,havefollowedone anothersincethe Renaissance:
- Counterfeitis the dominantschemeof the 'classical'period,
to the industrialrevolution;
fromthe Renaissance
-Productionis the dominantschemeof the industrialera;
- Simulationis the reigningschemeof the currentphasethatis
controlledby the code.28
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These three phases of the simulacrum correspondto three
phases in the history of the law of value: first, the precapitalistphase of the natural law of value in which land is
the carrierof value; second, the capitalistlaw of value, as
describedby Marx, in which the exchange value of the
commodity comes to dominate its use value; and third, the
phase of what Baudrillardcalls the structurallaw of value
in which capital in a kind of linguistic combinatoireof
signs begins to float freely, swallowing up all the earlier
determinationsof value, be they nature, use value, production or meaning, purpose, truth. What remains is a
world of universal simulation in which capital functions as
a gigantic machinery of devaluation. Baudrillard'stheory of
simulation as a theory of the latest stage in the development of capital is, of course, a theory of catastropheand of
nihilism, a Nietzschean nihilism come into its own with
the help of technology: the TV screen and the computer.
This may all sound very unlike McLuhan, until one
remembersthat implosion for Baudrillardis not "catastrophic"in the usual sense of the word, but suggests
something like redemption, redemption in hyperreality.29
And the rapprochementwith McLuhan continues in the
second scheme of the order of simulacra. As I indicated
before, there is a discursive shift in Baudrillard'stheory of
simulation. The categoriesof political economy, even the
political economy of the sign, vanish and are replacedby
the language of theology, most visibly in "The Precession
of Simulacra." He still pretendsto offer a historyof the
image in the following scheme: The image is "the reflection of a basic reality"(that is, representation;the sign and
the real are somehow equivalent);it "masksand pervertsa
basic reality"(Marx'snotion of ideology as false consciousness); it "masksthe absence of a basic reality"(Nietzsche's
attackon truth, metaphysics, and representation);it "bears
no relation to any reality:it is its own pure simulacrum"
(the image on the electronic screen).30
So far, so good. I suppose here one could argue that Baudrillard'sinterest in this scheme is less historicalthan
systematic. But then suddenly history reenterswith a vengeance by way of the death of God, the last judgmentand
resurrection.First Baudrillardnames the four ordersof the
image - the order of the sacrament, the orderof male-

fice, the order of sorcery,and the orderof simulation and he distinguishesbetween signs that dissimulatesomething (the firsttwo) and signs that dissimulatethat there is
nothing (the last two). This distinction for him marksa
major historicalturning point, clearly localizable with
Nietzsche:
The first[reflectionand maskingof a basicreality]impliesa theologyof truthand secrecy(to whichthe notionof ideologystill
belongs).The second[maskingthe absenceof a basicrealityand
pure simulation] inauguratesan age of simulacraand simulation,

in whichthereis no longeranyGod to recognizehis own, nor
any lastjudgmentto separatetruefromfalse,the realfromits
artificialresurrection,
sinceeverythingis alreadydeadandrisen
in advance.31

Here Baudrillard'sdiscourse leaves the realm of historyand
contemporaryculture altogetherand somersaultsinto a
kind of catastrophictheology that will leave us forever,I
presume, with simulation, the hyperreal,and capital as a
system of floating signifiersunchained from any referent
whatsoever.Simulation, indeed. A melancholy fixation on
the loss of the real flips over into a desire to get beyond the
real, beyond the body, beyond history. It is a religious
desire, a desire for ultimate transcendence,achieved in
Baudrillard,as in McLuhan, through the media. So what
are we to find at the end of implosion, "inside"the black
hole about which Baudrillardkeeps fantasizing?Perhapsa
postmodernpotlatch in a global village. But we will never
know, since the black hole will have absorbedall light, all
images, all simulations. Iconoclasm writ large will have
won the day, or rather:the night when television has
finally gone off the air.
Notes
This essay was commissioned for
the conference "High Culture/
PopularCulture: Media Representation of the Other,"held at the
RockefellerFoundation'sBellagio
Study and Conference Center, Bellagio, Italy, 27 February-4 March
1989. The proceedingsof the conference will be published in Other
Representations:Cross-Cultural
Media Theory, ed. John G. Hanhardtand Steven D. Lavine.
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